The emancipation of slaves in the United States marked a distinct shift in the life of the country’s citizens, and none of the non-black population felt the change more than the southern white plantation owners. The life they had known in the antebellum era was completely disrupted economically, politically, and perhaps most importantly, socially. In the years following the Civil War, a movement of violence against blacks by southern white supremacists emerged and grew quickly. On the surface, the violence might seem to have stemmed from the hatred rooted in the disturbance that black freedom caused in the South. However, the ideal of white womanhood decried by the planter-class in the antebellum South affected upper-class white southern men, leading them toward racist violence in the years following the Civil War.

In his memoir on plantation life, James Battle Avirett reminisced over antebellum society, saying, “In the reverence paid to womanhood and the inviolable respect in which woman was held, the civilization of the old slave régime in the South has not been surpassed and perhaps will not be equaled among men.”1 The respect and admiration given to women was also noted by the women themselves. Letitia Burwell recalled her years in the antebellum South:

> Although presenting an infinite variety of mind, manner, and temperament, all the gentlemen who visited us, young and old, possessed in common certain characteristics, one of which was a deference to ladies which made us feel that we had been put in the world especially to be waited upon by them. Their standard for woman was high. They seemed to regard her as some rare and costly statue set in a niche to be admired and never taken down.2

A statue is placed on a shelf for safe-keeping and admiration. Off the shelf, it can be broken or harmed. Burwell’s use of this analogy helps explain upper-class white southern men’s reaction to women’s godly characteristics: they felt white women must be protected.

References to white women assisting with the management of the plantation reveal themes of piety and a connection to Christian religious ideals. Thomas Nelson Page, in his book about antebellum life in Virginia, commented on the plantation mistress: “Her life was one long act of devotion, -devotion to God, devotion to her husband, devotion to her children, devotion to her servants, to her friends, to the poor, to humanity.”3 Avirett also associated his mother with religious ideals, describing her as his father’s “other half, the blessed woman he had led from the neighboring county to grace his home and bless his life.”4 Similarly, Burwell described plantation wives as “model women” who “managed their household affairs admirably, and were uniformly kind to, but never familiar with, their servants. They kept ever
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before them the Bible as their constant guide and rule in life.” The plantation southerners attached a great significance to women’s purity and piety that is typically promoted by Christianity.

To the southern plantation class, the most important aspect of the woman’s role in managing the plantation was caring for her family. Historian Karin Zipf explains that society preferred women to “remain in the private sphere where they could cultivate the moral character of the family.” Southern society recognized women as moral compasses for the men of the family, which contributed to the “worship that mothers garnered from men during most of the antebellum years.” Fathers believed their wives were responsible for their offsprings’ moral character, and sons viewed their mothers as the creators of the family’s moral values.

Not only did plantation wives embody the ideals of white womanhood, but so did the plantation daughters. Page explained, “[Plantation daughters] were like the mother; made in her own image….They held by a universal consent the first place in the system, all social life revolving around them.” He continued, “[The daughter] was not versed in the ways of the world, but she had no need to be; she was better than that; she was well bred.” The plantation daughter was the ultimate embodiment of Burwell’s proverbial statue placed on the shelf. She was the focus of southern society, with the entire society gazing admiringly upon her. The daughter was pure and innocent, in contrast to the realities of the world, and ideally would remain so, if protected from outside harm.

White womanhood was prized at every age. The upper-class male understood the high status of white womanhood in southern society and felt compelled to protect it from any threat. In Page’s account of life in the antebellum South, he declared:

[The plantation master] was fully appreciative of…the responsibilities of his position. He believed in a democracy, but understood that the absence of a titled aristocracy had to be supplied by a class more virtuous than he believed any aristocracy to be. He purposed in his own person to prove that this was practicable.

The planter believed himself to be a model, leader, and protector for the rest of southern society. His actions and decisions had to align with his professed virtue. It was essential for a planter-class male to fulfill his responsibility of protecting the ideals of white womanhood.

Along with the emphasis on virtue described by Page, honor played a prominent role in southern life. Mary Polk Branch described her father, a plantation owner, as being “noted for the purity and integrity of his character – his word being considered ‘as good as his bond.’” If a southern plantation owner gave his word, he staked his character on it. Historian Bertram Wyatt-Brown explains more generally:

White Southerners reared children to value honor as much as, if not more than, godly conscience. Like the Puritan conscience, honor could be internalized, and when it
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was violated, guilt was likewise the response. It did require self-restraint, but based upon pride, not divine commandment.\textsuperscript{12}

Pride was the driving force of the southern gentleman’s honor. His actions resulted from pride in his character, and by extension, pride in his associations.

The character of a southern planter was defined by his role as master. As Historian Stephanie McCurry explains, “Manliness, [and] masterhood [of the planter class male]…were based upon the domination of dependents.”\textsuperscript{13} The virtue of domination was challenged with the emancipation of the slaves. After the removal of slavery, their wives and daughters were the only dependents left to the white men. According to Zipf, since dependents were “emotional rather than intelligent and passionate rather than rational,” white southern men believed that their “nature dictated that they depended upon others for support.”\textsuperscript{14} Thus, their responsibility was to protect their dependent women and maintain the honor of both their women and themselves. The southern white males’ emphasis on responsibility and honorable character continued to hold true after the Civil War, and they sought to protect their women from the group who had challenged the planter’s own masculinity by becoming independent: the former male slaves.

When blacks were enslaved, the plantation owners mastered every aspect of their lives. Even if a planter felt that a slave had threatened white womanhood, black men were prosecuted with relative fairness by their masters. There was, as historian Peter Bardaglio explains, “an adherence to legal formalism – the notion that the law was an autonomous body of rules that had to be applied equitably – thus significantly influenced the judicial treatment of criminal cases involving African Americans.”\textsuperscript{15} White men were secure in their position as masters and therefore could afford to treat blacks equitably in the judicial system; blacks presented no great challenge to the white population. However, it was more than legal formalism that gave blacks access to a fairly equitable legal system prior to emancipation. Historian Martha Hodes characterizes black men in the slave system as being protected because they were “the property of white people,” and free black men as being protected because they had “the potential…to become property or to be treated as such.”\textsuperscript{16} If for no other reason, white southerners valued the lives of black men because of their monetary value. With the end of slavery, white southerners no longer saw any fiscal benefit from the life of a black man. Thus, emancipation removed a system with an integral buffer on violence towards blacks.\textsuperscript{17}

The removal of this check on violence toward blacks did not bode well for the period of Reconstruction following the Civil War. With the South already in an aggrieved state after the loss of the war, they felt themselves being attacked again with the implementation of Radical Republican rule. Military supervision was instituted as southern state constitutions were rewritten and an attempt was made to reshape the “Old South” into the northern ideal. Southern whites were forced to live as equals with the blacks, whom they saw as beneath them socially, and indeed, in value of moral character and life worth. Granting freedom to
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the descendants of “the naked, savage Africans”\(^\text{18}\) presented a threat to the ideal of white womanhood. If black men were allowed to take the ideal white woman “off of the shelf” and interact with her as an equal, it seemed to white male southerners that it would only be a matter of time before the black man’s heathen nature ruined the white woman’s moral purity. This would threaten the entire southern white upper-class, as white women were the moral compasses of the class. Thus, by extension, black freedom posed a challenge to the honor of the upper-class white southern men.

Understandably, the planter-class of southerners were disturbed by having their traditional way of life interrupted; but, was it logical for them to create violent racist groups such as the Ku Klux Klan? In a perverted sense, it was. An examination of the importance of both honor and the ideal of white womanhood to white southern males, show they were closely tied to the violence against blacks that resulted in the years after the Civil War. William Pettigrew, a Southern gentleman, advised his brother, “As far as it can be done, we should live peaceably with our associates; but, as we cannot always do so, it is necessary occasionally to resist. And when our honor demands resistance, it should be done with courage.”\(^\text{19}\) The need to maintain honor and protect the ideal of white womanhood gave planter-class men a strong motivation for racist violence.

Thus, Reconstruction saw the emergence of racial violence in the form of white supremacist groups. According to historian E. Merton Coulter, the Ku Klux Klan “had been organized before the end of 1865 by Confederate veterans for amusement and prank-playing, but not until 1868 did it spread and become generally known.”\(^\text{20}\) Though the Klan targeted white men who attempted to support rights for blacks, the greatest violence was reserved for the blacks themselves, more specifically black males. As Martha Hodes explains, “White Southerners conflated the political rights of black men with sexual transgressions [toward pure white women] in justifying the Klan-led violence that terrorized freed people between 1868 and 1871.”\(^\text{21}\) The Ku Klux Klan was most active in Tennessee, North Carolina, and Alabama. In 1869, Congress gave both North Carolina and Alabama permission to create state militias to control Klan violence.\(^\text{22}\) While the Ku Klux Klan is the most well known white supremacist group formed after the Civil War, it was not the only one. The Knights of the White Camelia gained support in Louisiana, while other smaller organizations sprung up across the South. Though they were separate organizations, people still associated these factions with the general group of the Ku Klux Klan.\(^\text{23}\)

The objectives of the Ku Klux Klan were described by President Ulysses S. Grant in a speech to the House of Representatives on April 19, 1872. As Grant outlined, the Klan sought “by force and terror to prevent all political action not in accord with the view of the members; to deprive colored citizens of...the right to a free ballot...and to reduce the colored people to a condition closely akin to that of slavery.”\(^\text{24}\) Indeed, the violence of 1868 reached
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a peak on Election Day, when the Klan made tremendous efforts to prevent black men from voting.”

However, while President Grant was correct in stating that the basic purpose of the Klan was to deny political rights and thus reduce blacks to a lower status, it is important to recognize that these efforts were being made as an attempt to protect white womanhood. Giving voting privileges to black men was seen as giving them full equality with white men, and thereby giving them equal access to white women. Martha Hodes explains from Klan writings, “As a male-only organization, one of the Klan’s stated purposes was that ‘Females, friends, widows, and their households shall ever be special objects of our regard and protection.’” By limiting black voting rights, southern men believed they were doing just that. Bertram Wyatt-Brown draws on Klan writings when discussing the early robes of the Klan: they “were white, ‘the emblem of purity for the preservation of the home and for the protection of the women.’” The Ku Klux Klan set about its regime of violence believing that it was protecting the ideals of white womanhood that were prized by the southern planter class.

Northerners seemed surprised that all classes of white southerners were involved in the Klan. An unidentified woman from South Carolina wrote to a northern newspaper, the Boston Traveller, to describe the membership of the Klan:

[The Ku Klux Klan] is not as you [northerners] suppose, composed of ‘border ruffians,’ but its members are from what might be called ‘respectable families’ and the different bands are ‘always headed,’ says one of the Southern matrons near us, ‘by a gentleman;’ many of its members are ex-Confederate soldiers and officers, and their organization and discipline is perfect.

The organizations and violence they perpetrated were primarily driven by the upper-class: the class motivated by the pursuit of honor and the protection of the ideal of white womanhood.

The Ku Klux Klan did not consist entirely of southern planter-class men. Just prior to the Civil War in 1860, approximately one-fourth of southern white families were slaveholders, and many of those families only held one or two slaves. With a maximum of one-fourth of the white male population involved, the Klan and other white supremacist organizations would not have been able to spread wide scale racial violence throughout the South. However, that percentage of men was the “leaders of all phases of life: social, economic, and political.” After the Civil War, lower-class southern whites attached themselves to the upper-class. The upper and lower-class whites were now associated from fighting together for the Confederacy. Also, in a southern society where all men were now free, white men did not want to associate with the blacks, and thus the upper and lower-class white men separated themselves from blacks by allying themselves through a bond of whiteness. As Bertram Wyatt-Brown explains, for southern whites, “the war experience provided memories and myths upon which a sense of sacred collectivity was based.” The bond that resulted from the fight for “The Cause” of the Confederacy was compounded by the fact that southern men saw “Reconstruction more and more a question of the survival of
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the integrity and dignity of the Caucasian race.”32 Because of their uncertainty over the survival of the “great” white race, the link of whiteness grew stronger in an attempt to resist what they saw as a black takeover. Finally, the emancipation of slaves meant that many lower-class southern whites were put on the same economic level as blacks. This economic equality with blacks was a condition that was intolerable to many whites, and so they sought to distinguish themselves from blacks by allying with the southern planter-class.33 The alliance gave the former planter-class a solid support base in their white supremacist groups; indeed the New York Tribune described lower-class whites as “ready tools” for the upper-class leaders of these groups.34

Though there is a logical connection between the upper-class southern male’s view of white womanhood, in no way is the highlighting of this connection an attempt to excuse the behavior of the Ku Klux Klan and other individuals who committed racist violence. The exploration of the ideal of white womanhood in regard to the racist violence that emerged in the South after the Civil War is an attempt to understand how seemingly respectable gentlemen could have both allowed this violence to occur and perpetrated it in the post-Civil War South. It appears, quite simply, that the foundation for racist violence was there, and unfortunately, upper-class white southern males chose to build upon it.

32 Coulter, The South During Reconstruction, 164.
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Southern women’s activism in memorial architecture occurred both as a response to severely altered demographics in the South and the need to bury and commemorate Civil War soldiers. Throughout the South, southern women rallied together in local ladies memorial associations for the express purpose of commemorating the valorous dead. In reaction to such images, photographs of African American women following the Civil War thus often represent them as proper and respectable. Photography represented an ideal medium for post-war propaganda because, due to its indexical connection material reality and ability to be mass produced, many individuals believed photos inherently more truthful than drawings. Towards the end of the civil war the war was converted into a war for the liberation of the black population, or so it seemed, with the Emancipation Proclamation, the black Union army regiments, the vast protest of hundreds of thousands of slaves and so on. So at the end of the war much of the former slave population believed that the lands of their former owners should be transferred to them. Unfortunately for the South, Lincoln was assassinated just days after Lee surrendered to Grant, the few remaining brigades would soon follow, and the war was over. It ran into the roadblock of illiteracy in the southern states where black and white illiteracy rates combined exceeded 50%. White women in the South threw themselves into the war effort with the same zeal as their Northern counterparts. The Confederacy had less money and fewer resources than did the Union, however, so they did much of their work on their own or through local auxiliaries and relief societies. There were many women playing important roles in the Civil War, including nurses, spies, soldiers, abolitionists, civil rights advocates and promoters of women's suffrage.

The effect of the Civil War was then to create different experiences about what it means to be an “American,” for both people of color and White Americans. The major impact of the war on the South (other than the end of slavery) was that it left white Southerners feeling bitter toward the North and the United States. This feeling continued during, and was made worse by, the period of Reconstruction that followed the war. As far as the land goes, the land itself was not significantly affected. What was affected was the economy. This was because the war had not only freed the slaves but had also destroyed much of the South's economy by destroying railroad tracks, barns, fences, ports and homes.